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APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF LIFTING FORCES ON A

WING NEAR A FREE SURFACE

by A.N. Panchenkov (Kiev)

Zh. Prikl. Mekh. Fiz. No. 4 (Nov/Dec. 1960) pp. 67-68

Using the theory of small waves, the problem of the motion ot a body submerged
in a fluid has been investigated by many authors [1, 2].

With the aid of the general method of N.E. Kochin it is possible to obtain an ap-
proximate solution of the problem of the motion of a wing near a free surface.

If we satisfy the conditions of N.E. Zhukovskii's theorem on a small scale for the
complex velocity, we can write the expression

V (0) = 1,0 (Z) + V2() (1)

where V.(z) is the complex velocity of the motion of the wing in an unlimited flow,

[~- - - 2ive I '; .cii -vcc(Z ) c]-(2

For the active forces of the flow we have the expressions

co

Pt, = V' r.- LIH 2dI;. +.) P ' v . d.2a 3( )V (3)

Q = PV 11 i (v) 12

where r. is the circulation around the wing in an unlimited flow and the function H(X) is
determined by the expression

1I .) = 5 - V'0 (;) dz (4)

Here and later on, the following designations are used: h is the relative submer-
sion of the wing; b is a chord of the wing taken as a typical dimension; 8 is the rela-
tive thickness of the wing; C is the correction to account for the finiteness of the span of
the wing near the free surface; T is the coefficient representing the shape of the wing
viewed from above; 0k is the edge angle; % is the angle of zero lifting force.

Formulas (2), (3) and (4) correspond to the formulas of Kochin in which, instead
of Vh(z) and r h at depth h we have V=(z) and r . . With a Froude number F = v,'Y'&b - w

the expression for the lifting force of a flat plate near the free surface is obtained by
hypergeometric functions in the form
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or cst[ 4k (I. 1 25) (6)'==
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For a Zhukovskii airfoil and wing the expressions for Yh have the form
sin(s+n) 3 F

V= y +. I cos4 8h'2(h )

Ycosaks 4h+ .3 (6)

2- ot 4/- Ti + •• (v-i) , (7)

- '= 8/t;- -'icosao, F 4' 1 8h2-+ 1)2/- 2cosa A

L 'Vk + F *, . t (8k2" +1)"J

k6 (1 + x)4 F (2, stY 2; (8k1+1)-')(84 " (8h2 + 1)% sin (al + a) os 3

where k is the ratio of thickness above the chord to the total thickness of the profile

0.77 6

For the coefficient of the lifting force of a wing of finite span we can write the

expression

S + U . F + "( + 7 A (9)

2 sin (, -+ ak) F(i : a

Y,,1 1 ' (8h + 1)2s

M (I_+_+ _ (3 5 ; ( )
4 'V 4(21(8h'1+)/sCOSino 4 + a, C; (Sh(8)

The results of calcuacn according to formulas (6) to (9) agree well with the experi-
mental data for all relative submersions [3].
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